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Abstract 
Culik II, K. and S. Yu, Cellular automata, mm-regular sets, and sofic systems, Discrete Applied 
Mathematics 32 (1991) 85-101. 
We study and compare several mechanisms for defining sets of biinfinite words (ww-languages), 
namely ow-finite automata, adherences of regular languages and sofic systems. We show that 
a sofic system is a topologically closed ww-regular set. We also show that there is a one-to-one 
correspondence between sofic systems and the adherences of regular languages. We give a com- 
plete proof of the closure of the ow-regular sets under ww-rational relations and under Boolean 
operations. Finally, we disprove Hurd’s conjecture [15] on bi-extensible subsets of languages, and 
show that the conjecture would hold if a different definition were used. 
1. Introduction 
Since sofic systems were introduced by Weiss [24] in 1973, they have been widely 
studied in relation to cellular automata and dynamical systems. A sofic system is 
defined to be the image of a subshift of finite type under a continuous mapping 
[24,15]. A sofic system can also be characterized by the properties of the set of its 
finite substrings. In [24], it was mentioned that “the sofic systems are essentially 
those that can be defined by finite automata”. But there were no further statements 
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and proofs besides this only statement. Hurd later gave a detailed proof [ 151 of the 
fact that Kc S" is a sofic system if and only if the set of all finite subwords of K 
is a regular language. (Note that he neglected to mention that K should be a 
subshift.) 
In [19], Nivat and Perrin defined “a biinfinite word as the equivalence class under 
the shift of a two-sided infinite sequence”. They studied oo-regular sets and other 
properties of biinfinite words based on results on one-way infinite words, for which 
many deep results have already been available. 
Both oo.+regular sets and sofic systems are naturally related to linear cellular 
automata. However, it appears that no effort has been made to study them together. 
Many questions need to be answered. For example, what are the differences and 
relationship between sofic systems and &o-regular sets (i.e. recognizable sets of 
biinfinite words)? What are the algebraic limits and adherence sets of regular 
languages and their relation to sofic systems? We try to answer these and related 
questions in this paper. 
In the next section, we formally define biinfinite words, cow-regular sets, and 
coo-rational relations. We show that oo-regular sets are closed under am-finite 
transduction. We also give a complete proof of the closure of the family of oo- 
regular sets under complementation. The same result has been given in [19]. 
In Section 3, we define and study the basic properties of algebraic limit and 
adherence sets of languages, in particular, regular languages. In Section 4, the rela- 
tionship between sofic systems and mm-regular sets, algebraic limits, and 
adherences of regular languages are discussed. 
In the final section, we study the bi-extensible subsets of languages. We disprove 
Hurd’s conjecture [15] and show that Hurd’s conjecture would be true if a different 
definition of extensible subset was used. We also show that the adherences, but not 
the algebraic limits, of context-free languages have the property that the sets of their 
finite subwords are context-free. This property of context-free languages parallels 
the relation of sofic systems to regular languages. 
2. Biinfinite words, ww-regular sets, and cm-rational relations 
Let Z be the set of integers, and S be a finite alphabet. A configuration c is a func- 
tion c : Z --+ S, i.e. CE S”. The term configuration is used for cellular automata. The 
configuration space Sz of a linear cellular automaton is the product of infinitely 
many finite sets S. The product topology on S” with S endowed with the discrete 
topology is compact by Tychonoff’s theorem [16, Theorem 5.131. A subbasis of 
open sets for this topology consists of all sets of the form {CE Sz / ci= a} where 
i E Z and a ES. A set Cc S” is open if it is a union of finite intersections of sets in 
the subbasis. 
A right shift o is a mapping o : S” -+ S” such that (a(c));+ 1 = ci, --03 < i < 03. A 
left shift mapping can be similarly defined. A set Xg S” is said to be shift- 
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invariant if 0(X)=X. Let c be a configuration. The biinfinite word (ww-word) u 
generated by c is a subset of SZ such that (1) CE u; (2) u is shift-invariant; and (3) 
for any shift-invariant subset u that contains c, u c U. It is clear that u= 
{C?(C) 1 - 00 < i < m} . A subshift is a shift-invariant closed set. 
Finite automata that recognize sets of biinfinite words have been defined by Nivat 
and Perrin [19] and studied in, e.g., [2,10,19]. Here we use a slightly different but 
equivalent definition which is more convenient for our purpose. 
An ww-finite automaton (ww-FA) M is a quintuple (Q, S, S, Qr, QR), where 
l Q is the finite set of state; 
l S is the input alphabet; 
l 6 is the transition function; 
l Q,_ c Q is the set of left (accepting) states; and 
l QR c Q is the set of right (accepting) states. 
A biinfinite word v is said to be recognized by M if there is a mapping 77 + Q, 
i.e. a biinfinite sequence of states 
and a configuration c in v such that, for all j E Z, 
(1) a(qj,cj)=qj+i; and 
(2) there exist m, n E Z, m 5 j< n, such that qm E QL and qn E QR. 
In other words, v is said to be recognized by M if there is a biinfinite computation 
of M on a configuration c in u such that there is a left state appearing arbitrarily 
early, and there is a right state appearing arbitrarily late in the computation. Such 
a computation is called an accepting computation. 
The set of biinfinite words recognized by M is denoted B(M). We call B(M) an 
cow-regular set. Clearly, every ww-regular set is shift-invariant. 
Example 2.1. Let M= (Q, S, 6, QL, QR) be an ww-FA, where Q = { 0, l}, S = {a, b}, 
QL= (01, Q~={llt and 6 is given in Fig. 1. The set of biinfinite words recognized 
by M is the set of all words which have infinitely many a’s followed by infinitely 
many b’s, i.e. wabw. 0 
Finite or one-way infinite words can be considered as special cases of biinfinite 
words in the following sense: A special quiescent symbol is specified such that a one- 
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Fig. 1. An ww-FA M. 
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way infinite word (a-word) is a biinfinite word with infinitely many quiescent sym- 
bols on the left end, and a finite word is a biinfinite word with a finite consecutive 
nonquiescent subword. 
In an ~u-FA, a left (right) state that is not in a cycle can be changed into a non- 
left (non-right) state without affecting the set of biinfinite words recognized by the 
ww-FA. A state which cannot be reached from a left state or from which no right 
state can be reached is useless-it does not contribute to the recognition of any biin- 
finite word. We say that an occl-FA is reduced if it satisfies the following conditions: 
(i) Every left state is in a cycle. 
(ii) Every right state is in a cycle. 
(iii) Every state can be reached from some left state. 
(iv) From every state some right state can be reached. 
Obviously, for any given ww-FA we can construct a reduced one that recognizes 
the same set of biinfinite words. 
An au-finite transducer T is a 6-tuple (P, S, S’, Q, PL, PR) where 
l P is the finite set of states, 
l S is the input alphabet, 
l S’ is the output alphabet, 
l e : P x (S U {A}) + P x S’* is the transition function, 
l PL L P is the set of left (accepting) states, and 
l PR L P is the set of right (accepting) states. 
A biinfinite word d is an output on input c under the ww-finite transducer T if 
there are a biinfinite sequence of states 
. . ..P-z.P-I,Po,P1,-‘* 
and a biinfinite sequence of strings Xj E S’* such that 
. . . x-2x-l = . . . d(-2)d(-l), 
x,x, . . . =d(O)d(l) 1.. 
and for all je Z 
(1) e(Pj,C(j))=(Pj+I,Xj), and 
(2) there exist m, n E Z, m Ijc n, such that pm E PL and p,, E PR. 
The relation defined by an oo-finite transducer is called an oo-rational relation. 
Clearly, the Nivat theorem [4] can be generalized to oo-rational relations. 
Theorem 2.2. The family of oo-regular sets is closed under ow-rational relations. 
Proof. Let C= B(M) for some ww-FA M=(Q, S,S, Qr, Qs). Let T= 
(P, S, S’, Q, PL, PR) be an oo-finite transducer. We shall construct an ho-FA M’ 
such that T(C) =B(M’). 
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Define rcL : (0, 1,2} x Q x P -+ (0, 1,2} by 
7r,(2,4,P) = 0; 
nL(Ov CAPI = 
0, if q$QL, 
1, ifqEQL; 
lIL(l, 4,P) = 1 1, ifp$PL, 2, ifpEPL. 
Similarly, nR : (0, 1,2} x Q X P -+ (0, 1,2} is defined by 
7ca(2, q,P) = O; 
nR(o, q,P) = 
0, if q$QR, 
1, ifqE&; 
IrRh q,P) = 
1, ifp$pR, 
2, ifPEPR. 
The we+FA M’ simulates simultaneous execution of M and T; the states of M’ have 
also two additional components whose purpose is to remember the passage through 
left and right states of M and T. Define M’= (Q’, S’, S’, Qt, Qi), where 
Q’={O,1,2}x{0,1,2}xQxP, 
Qt={2}x{O,L2}xQxP, 
Q;r={WJ}x{2)xQxR 
and 
S’((iiJi, qi,Pi),x’) = 02J2, q2,p2h 
if x’ES’* and there exists aeSU {A} such that 
6(q1,4=q,, @(P,, a) = (P2,X’h 
nL(ib 4bP1) = i2, ~R(h %dl) =j2 + 
Obviously, we could add finitely many additional states to Q’ and replace the defini- 
tion of S’(q’,x’) by one written in terms of S’(q’, a’), for a’e S’. Accepting computa- 
tions of M’ are in one-to-one correspondence with simultaneous accepting 
computations of M and T. Thus it is easy to check that T(C) =B(M’). 0 
In [19], it was stated that the family of mu-regular sets is closed under Boolean 
operations. Here we give a different proof. Note that it is not obvious that the 
closure properties of w-regular sets imply that ao-regular sets are closed under 
complementation. For example, Oab+aw can be represented by the pair of one-way 
infinite words (am, bfaw). It is not obvious how the complement of such a set of 
biinfinite words is represented by the Boolean operations of the two w-regular sets. 
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In the following, we give a relatively detailed proof for the closure property of 
aw-regular sets under complementation. But first, we need to introduce the notion 
of canonical expressions of ac+regular sets. 
Let C be an ac+regular set accepted by an oe+FA A = (Q, S, S, QL, QR). We 
assume that A is reduced. For each state q in Q, let A(q), be a FA (Q,S,sR,q, QL) 
where 6’ is defined by P’E cSR(p,a) if and only if p E &(~‘,a), and 
A(q)k = (Q, S, 6, q, QR). Let I1A 11 denote the set of one-way infinite words recognized 
by A, i.e. the set of one-way infinite words that have infinitely many prefixes in 
L(A). Then it is obvious that C= U,, e IIA(q)JR llA(q)J. Note that by DRE, where 
D and E are sets of one-way infinite words, we mean the set of biinfinite words that 
is the shift-closure of the set of all configurations formed by concatenation of the 
reversal of a word in D and a word in E. It is not difficult to see that the expression 
C= U+Q lIA(q)JR l/A(q)J has the property that, for each biinfinite word w in C, 
no matter how w is splitted into two one-way infinite words x and y such that 
w=xRu there exists a qE Q such that XE llA(q)J and YE ((A(q)J/(. We call this ex- 
pression a canonical expression of C. We state this formally as follows: 
Definition 2.3. Let C be a set of biinfinite words in S”. The expression 
Uy= I D”Ei, where n L 0 and Di and Ei, 1 I is n, are o-regular sets, is called a 
canonical expression of C if C= Uy=, D,‘Ei and for any configuration c E C and 
FEZ there exists an integer i, l<isn, such that c~_,c~_~...ED~ and c~c~+~...EE~. 
Lemma 2.4 (Representation Lemma). A set of biinfinite words is oco-regular if 
and only if it can be presented by DFF, U D,“E, U ... U D,“E,, where D,, . . . , D,, 
E,, . . . . E,, are w-regular sets and DR denotes the reversal of D. Every ww-regular 
set has a canonical expression. 
The first part of the lemma has been stated in [19]. The second part is clear from 
the above argument. 
Theorem 2.5. The family of oco-regular sets is closed under complementation. 
Proof. Let C be an au-regular set and Uy=‘=, D,‘Et a canonical expression of C. 
We construct a new canonical expression 
C= Uj”=, DiREI! such that Uj”=, Djl= Uy= 1 Di and 0: 17 0; = 0 
for all 1 ss, tsrn and s#t. (2.1) 
This can be done because w-regular sets of one-way infinite words are closed under 
Boolean operations and results are constructible. See [7,8,18,22,23,20] for details. 
Later we will refer this expression as (2.1). Similarly, we construct another canonical 
expression 
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C= (j;=, DiREI: such that UL=, El=uyzl EL and E:nE:=fl 
for all 1 Is, tsl and sft. (2.2) 
We call this expression (2.2). The following properties of (2.1) and (2.2) are obvious: 
note that X is used to denote that complement of X, where X is either a set of one- 
way infinite words or a set of biinfinite words according to the context of the 
notation. 
(1) If c E C, then for any t E Z there is exactly one integer i, 15 is m, such that 
Ct-rC~_2... ~0~: and c~c~+~... E E;. Note that ctctfl . . . may also be in Ej’ for some 
1 <jsrn and jzi. 
(2) If c E C, then for any t E Z there is exactly one integer j, 1 rjl I, such that 
CtCt+l**. EE,!’ and c~~,c,_~... ED;. Note that c~_~c~-~... may also be in Dl for some 
1 lisl and i#j. 
(3) If CE C and caDIRE, for some 1 I ilm, then (i) there does not exist an in- 
teger t such that c~_~c~_~... ED,! and, therefore, (ii) c $ DIRE:. 
(4) If c E C and c $ Di’RE,!’ for some 1 sjll, then (i) there does not exist an in- 
teger t such that ctct+, . . . E Ej” and, therefore, (ii) c $ DyREj”. 
Let D’= UyY, 0; and E”= IJEl ET. Now, we claim that 
For convenience, we use C’ to denote the right-hand side of the above equation. 
First, we prove that Cc C’. Let c EC, i.e. c@ C. Then there are three cases for c: 
Case 1: c_,c_,...~D’. Then c_~c~,...EDI for some llilm and ctct+,...eE;. 
Then c E DIRE 
Case 2: ‘c,,c~ 1.. E E “. Then cOcl . . . 
Then c E DJyREy. 
EE,” for some llj<l and cr_,tt_2...@Dy. 
Case 3: c,_,c,_~...$D’ and c,c,+,...$E”. Then CED’~E”. 
The above three cases are not mutually exclusive but they cover all the possibilities. 
Hence, c E C’. 
Now, we prove that C’cC, i.e. CCC’. Let CE C. Consider (2.1). For each 
1 I ism, if CE DIRE: then ce DIRE,‘. If ce D,!“E; then, by the property (3) of these 
expressions above, c $ DIRE:. So, c $ IJY! 1 DyRq. Similar consideration applies to 
(2.2). So, c$U~=, DiREi. Since, for any teZ, c,_,c,_,...~D’and c~c~+~...EE”, 
c $ DIRE “. Therefore, c $ C’. 
By now, we have proved C’=C. Since C’ is an wa-regular set by Lemma 2.4, 
C is an wo+regular set. 0 
Corollary 2.6. The family of oo-regular sets is closed under union, complementa- 
tion and intersection. 
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We conclude this section with two results on the connection between the occ)- 
regularity of a set C of biinfinite words and the regularity of the set L[C] defined 
as follows: For a biinfinite word CES~, 
L[c] = {w E S* 1 w is a finite subword of c}, 
and, for Cc S”, 
Theorem 2.1 Let C be a set of biinfinite words. If C is cow-regular, then L[C] is 
a regular language. 
Proof. Let M=(Q,S,6, QL, Qn) be a reduced UU-FA such that C=B(M). We 
modify Mto produce an FA M’ accepting L[C], as follows. We add a new start state 
that has a A-transition to every state of M, and make every state of Ma final state. 
Since M is reduced, every word accepted by M’ can be extended to a biinfinite word 
in C. By the construction of M’, every subword of a biinfinite word recognized by 
M is accepted by M’. Therefore, L[C] is the language accepted by M’, and thus is 
regular. 0 
Theorem 2.8. If R cS* is a regular set, then the set {cES” 1 L[c] c R} is oo- 
regular. 
Proof. Let C= (cES” ) L[c] G R}. We can assume, without loss of generality, that 
every subword of every word in R is in R. Thus there is a finite automaton M that 
accepts R and such that every state in M is final. Let M= (Q,S,&qO,F), where q. 
is the start state and F= Q is the set of final states. Assume that every state in Q 
can be reached from the start state. Define an ~u-FA M’ by M’= (Q, S, S, QL, QR) 
where QL= QR= Q. We are going to show that C=B(M’). 
To show that B(M’) c C, choose any c E B(M’) and any finite subword w of c. 
Then there exist states ql, q2 E Q such that q1 w c i q2. Since every state in Q can be 
reached from qo, we have qox E 2 q, for some x E S*. It follows that xw E R, and 
therefore also w E R, because R contains every subword of every word in R. We con- 
clude that L[c] c R, and CE C. 
To show that Cc B(M’), choose any c E C. We use the infinity lemma [ 17, p. 3831 
to prove that there is a biinfinite path in M’ labeled by c. We form an oriented tree 
in which all the finite paths in M’ labeled by the words c(-j).. .c(j), j> 0, are ver- 
tices. A path rc (of length 2j+ 3) labeled by c(-j- l)...c(j+ 1) is a son of a path n’ 
(of length 2j + 1) labeled by c(-j) . . . c(j) if rc is a concatenation of one transition 
in M’ followed by rc’ followed by one transition in M’. All paths (of length 1) labeled 
by c(0) are sons of a special root element. The oriented tree is infinite, and every 
vertex has finite degree. By the infinity lemma there is an infinite path from the root 
in the tree. Thus there is an infinite sequence of finite paths in M’ labeled by finite 
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subwords of c; each path in the sequence extends its predecessor at both ends. 
Therefore there is an infinite path in M’ labeled by c. Since Q = QL = Qa, it follows 
that CEB(M’). 0 
Example 2.9. Let X be the set of all the biinfinite words over {a, b} that have a 
prime number of a’s. Let Y be the set of all biinfinite words over {a, b}. Then 
L[X] =L[ Y] = {a, b} *. 
In the above example, X and Y have the same set of finite subwords although 
Xf Y. Clearly, Y can be recognized by an ww-FA, but X cannot. This example 
shows that the finite subwords of biinfinite words do not always capture the 
characteristics of the biinfinite words themselves. This suggests that it is useful to 
study directly the properties of biinfinite words as well as their relations with finite 
subwords. 
Theorem 2.10. If CL S” is shift-invariant then the set {cc S” ( L[c] C L[C]} is the 
closure of C in the product topology. 
Proof. Let D = (c E S” ) L[c] c L[C]). The complement of D in S” is open. Indeed, 
if c’$D then c’(i)... c’(j) $L[C] for some i,jEZ, isj. In that case the set 
{CE S” ( c(i) . ..c(j) = c’(i) . ..c’(j)). 
which is a neighborhood of c’ in the product topology, does not intersect D. 
Since D is closed and CC D, it follows that the closure C of C is a subset of D. 
To prove that D c C’, choose any dE D. Then for everyj?O the word d(-j) . . . d(j) 
is a subword of some cj E C. Since C is shift-invariant, we can choose Cj so that 
(j=O,l,...) d(-j)...d(j)=c,(-j)...“cj(j). But then dis the limit of the sequence (Cj 
in the product topology, which proves that d E C. 0 
Corollary 2.11. Let Cc S” be a shift-invariant closed set (a subshift) 
am-regular if and only if L[C] is regular. 
1. Then C is 
Proof. By Theorems 2.10, 2.7 and 2.8. q 
Corollary 2.12. Let C,, C2 c S” be shift-invariant closed sets (subshifts). Then 
C,=C, if and only if L[LI]=L[L2]. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.10. 0 
3. Algebraic limits and adherences of languages 
The concept of algebraic limits, in terms of biinfinite words, of languages have 
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been defined in [19,2,10]. Our definition of the adherence of a language, which 
defines a set of biinfinite words, is a natural extension of the definition in [5,12], 
which defines a set of one-way infinite words. 
Let x,y~_Z*. If there exist U, UE_Z” such that uxu=y, then y is called an exten- 
sion of x, denoted y > x or x < y. A biinfinite word T is called the algebraic limit of 
an infinite sequence of finite words x1,x2, . . . ,x,,, . . . if x1 < x2 < ... < x, < 9.. and xi is 
a subword of 7 for all iz 1. 
Let L be an arbitrarily given language. A biinfinite word T is called an algebraic 
limit of the language L if there is an infinite sequence of words x,, x2, . . . ,x,,, . . . in 
L such that r is the algebraic limit of the sequence. The set of all algebraic limits 
of L, denoted limit(L), is called the algebraic limit set of L. 
A biinfinite word r is called an adherence of a language L if there is an infinite 
sequence of words y1,y2, . . . ,yn, . . . such that each yi, i2 1, is a subword of a word 
in L and T is the algebraic limit of the sequence. The set of all adherences of L, 
denoted adherence(L), is called the adherence set of L. 
The next theorem has been proved in [ 191. 
Theorem 3.1. The family of algebraic limit sets of regular languages is a proper 
subset of the family of u+regular sets. 
The following example shows that an oo-regular set is not necessarily the 
algebraic limit of a regular language. Let C be an ww-regular set accepted by the 
oo-FA A = ({p, q, r}, { 0, l}, 6, QL, QR) where Q,_ = {p} and QR = {r} and 6 is de- 
fined by the transition diagram in Fig. 2. Clearly, this wo-regular set is not the 
algebraic limit of any regular set. 
For a language L c Z*, we define 
B(L) = {x 1 x is a subword of w for some w EL}. 
The next result is obvious. 
Theorem 3.2. For any language L, adherence(L) = adherence(Y(L)) = limit(Y(L)). 
Corollary 3.3. The adherence of any regular language is mu-regular. 
Theorem 3.4. For any language L, adherence(L) is a topologically closed set. 
1 0, 1 1 
n 
0 I’ 0 R 0 f--I - -0 P -0 r
Fig. 2. An cow-FA A. 
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Proof. Let D = adherence(L). Then D= adherence(Y(L)). Let ce D. Then there is 
a finite subword ci . . . Cj, i<j, of c such that ci... cj $ B(L). Clearly, c is in the open 
set O={O 1 Oi=Cjya.., Oj = Cj} and adherence(P’(L)) tl0 = 0. Hence the complement 
of adherence(L) is open and adherence(L) is closed. 0. 
Note that the algebraic limit set of a regular language is not necessarily topo- 
logically closed. For example, limit(a’tb*c+) is au-regular but not topologically 
closed. 
Corollary 3.5. The family of adherence sets of regular languages is a proper subset 
of the family of algebraic limit sets of regular languages. 
4. Sofic systems 
A set Cc S’ is called a subshift if it is a shift-invariant and topologically closed 
set. 1\ subshift CcS’ is said to be of finite type if S*-L[C] is finite [15,24]. A 
sofic system is the image of a subshift of finite type under a shift-invariant con- 
tinuous map. The following theorem has been proved by Hurd in [15]. 
Theorem 4.1. CL S’ is a sofic system if and only if C is a subshtft and L[C] is a 
regular language. 
The next result is obtained by using the result from the previous section and the 
above theorem. 
Theorem 4.2. The following statements are equivalent: 
(1) Cc S’ is a sofic system. 
(2) C = adherence(R) for some regular language R. 
(3) C is a topologically closed wo-regular set. 
(4) C is the topologically closure of limit(R) for some regular language R. 
Proof. (1) 3 (3): Let C be a sofic system. By Theorem 4.1, C is a subshift and L[C] 
is a regular language. Then, by Corollary 2.11, C is uo-regular. 
(3) a (1): Since C is am-regular, L[C] is a regular language by Theorem 2.7. 
Then, by Theorem 4.1, C is a sofic system. 
(2) =) (4): Obvious. 
(4) a (3): By Theorem 3.1. 
(3) =) (2): Let C’= adherence(L[C]). It is easy to verify that L[C’] = L[C]. Since 
both C and C’ are closed, C= C’ by Corollary 2.12. Therefore, C is the adherence 
of the regular language L[C]. 0 
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Theorem 4.2 tells that the family of all sofic systems is exactly the family of 
adherence sets of regular languages. 
5. Bi-extensible subsets of languages 
First we introduce three definitions of extensible subsets, and then we show the 
relationship among these definitions and some properties of these sets. We disprove 
Hurd’s conjecture which states that context-free languages are closed under E 
operations. However, we prove that context-free languages are indeed closed under 
the operation esub. At the end, we will show how the bi-extensible sets are related 
to the limits and adherences of languages. 
Given a language L c .Z*, the bi-extensible subset of L, denoted &(L), is defined 
as follows: 
E(L)={wEL 1 for any N>O, there exist U,VEZ* 
and 1~1, 101 LN such that uwv~L}. 
The serially bi-extensible subset of L, denoted d?,,(L), is defined as follows: 
d?,,(L) = {w E L 1 there are infinite sequences of nonempty words 
Ul,%%*.. and vl, u2, . . . such that uI...ulwv ,... V,EL 
for all tll}. 
The set of extensible subwords of L, denoted &Tsub(L), is the set of all subwords 
of words in L that are infinitely bi-extensible. Formally, 
&sub={WEZ*Ifor anyN>O, thereexist u,uE_Z* 
and 1~1, 101 >N such that uwv~L}. 
The differences among the three definitions can be seen from the next example. 
Example5.1. Let L=(ca’b’c~i>O}U{a~b~j>O). Then G(L)={ajbIj>O}, 
Q,,(L) = 0, and dFsub(L) =(a’bj 1 i,j> O}. 
The definition of E(L) has been given in [15], where the sets Q,,(L) and 6&L) 
have also been studied but never been formally defined. 
For a given L, the three sets d?(L), 8,,(L), and &&L) have the following rela- 
tions and properties: 
Es,(L) c E CL) c Es,&); 
~,,b(L) l-l L = &CL); 
y(&s,b(L)) = &sub(L); 
(Al) 
t-42) 
(A3) 
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&d&,,(L)) = Q,,(L); (44) 
& (P(L)) = GsP_(~(L)) = 8suiJ(9YL)) = CY’,“b(L). (W 
G(LlUL,)>&(L,)U&(L,), 
&se& UL2) 2 &,&l) u &s&2), (Bl) 
From (AS) we see that if B(L)=L then the three definitions are equivalent. 
Let L,, L2 c _Z*. Then 
Gsub(L, u L2) = ~sub(Ll) u ~,,b(L2); 
~(LlnL2)c~(L,)n~(L2), 
~se@l nL2) c &s,(h) n ~,,(L,h @=I 
Similar properties have been stated in [ 151. However, in [ 151 it is incorrectly stated 
that &(L,UL,)=&(L,)U&(L,) and &(L,nL2)=&(L,)n&(L2). The following 
examples show that the equalities do not necessarily hold. 
Example5.2. Let L,={a’b’Iir2} and L2={ab}. Then ~?(L,UL,)={a’b’Iirl}, 
but E(L,)U&(L2)={aibiI iz2). So, E(L,UL,)#G(L,)U&(L,). For intersection, 
consider L, = c*ab+ and L2 = a’bc*. 
Note that, for any integer N>O, there exists a regular language R such that 
6?(R) > g,,(R) but rZN(R) # &JR). However, reader can verify the next result by 
using the pigeonhole principle. 
Theorem 5.3. Let R be a regular language. Then there exists an integer Nfor R such 
that C,,(R) = G”(R). 
In [ 151, it is proved neatly that the family of regular languages is closed under the 
E operation. Therefore, regular languages are closed under &se, by the above 
theorem, and &sub as well. Hurd also showed that the family of context-sensitive 
languages is not closed under 8. For context-free languages, the question has been 
open, and Hurd conjectured that they are closed under & [ 151. Our next result shows 
that Hurd’s conjecture is not true in general. We also show that, however, the con- 
jecture would be true if it was the operator &sub rather than & that was considered. 
Lemma 5.4. There exists a context-free language L such that G(L), &,,(L), 
B(E(L)), and 9(&‘,,(L)) are not context-free languages. 
Proof. Let L =L(G) and G= (Z, N, P, S) be a context-free grammar where 
_Z={a,b,c,#}, N={S,D,S,,S2,A,B), and P: 
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l S-+S#S~# lD#Sg%, 
l D-+ #S,#D#&# 1 #S,# #S2#, 
l S,-+cIAc, 
l A-,aAbIab, 
l &-+llSz (UB, 
l B+bBc) bc. 
Let R = # afb+cf # # aabc # # abcc # . We claim that 
cF(L)nR={#a'b'c'##aabc##abcc# li>O} 
which is not a context-free language. Let LR denote the language on the right side 
of the equation. First we show that L, c &(L) 17 R. It is clear that LR c L n R. So, 
it suffices to show that every word w E LR is bi-extensible in L, i.e. for any integer 
t > 0 there exist U, u E 2 *, 1 u I,1 u 12 t, such that uwu E L. Let w be an arbitrary word 
in L,. Then for any given t > 0 we can choose u = # a’b’c# #a’b’c# and 
v= #abc’, and it is clear that uwu E L. So, w E&(L). Now we show that 
G(L)ORCL,, i.e. w $ L, implies we G(L) fl R. We can restrict our attention to 
the words of the form w = a’bJckaabcabcc where i #j or j # k. If i #j, then w $ L 
and therefore we G(L). If j# k, then w is not left extensible and, therefore, 
w $ G(L). So, we can conclude that G(L) fl R = LR. It is clear that L, is not context- 
free. By the closure property of context-free languages, G(L) is not a context-free 
language. It is easy to verify that C?,,(L) fl R = Y(& (L)) fl R = 9(&,,(L)) n R = LR. 
So, G,,(L), 9(&(L)) and .u'(cF,,(L)) are not context-free languages. 0 
Theorem 5.5. The family of context-free languages is not closed under the follow- 
ing operations: 8, &Se, 9. & and 9. F,,. 
The following is an extension of the iteration theorem for context-free languages 
[ll]. It will be used in the proof of our next theorem. 
Lemma 5.6. Let G = (2, N, P, S) be a context-free grammar and L = L(G). Then for 
any integer t > 0, there exists an integer p(t) such that for each z E L and any set D 
of distinguished positions in z, if IDI rp(t), then there is a decomposition 
z=ux1 . ..x.wy,... y10 
such that: 
(1) There exists A EN such that 
A =l*uAu j *uxlAy,u =, ..a = uxl . ..x.Ay, . . . ylu =+ ux, . ..x.wy, . . . ylu. 
(2) For any i,, . . ..i.lO, 
ux’,‘...x;‘wy’;...y’,‘VEL. 
(3) Let K(x) denote the distinguished positions of K in x. Then 
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(i) either K(u), K(x,), . . . , K(x,), K(w) #0, 
or K(w), K(Y,), . * * 3 K(_Y, ), K(u) + 0, 
(ii) lK(x,) U 1.. UK(x,) UK(w) UK(y,)U **- UK(y,)I rp(t). 
Theorem 5.1. The family of context-free languages is closed under the gSub 
operation. 
Proof. Let G = (2, N, P, S) be a context-free grammar and L = L(G). Without loss 
of generality, we assume that G is reduced and e-free. We define a grammar 
G’= (ZU ($}, N, P: S), which is an augmented grammar of G, where 
P’=PU(A+$A$jA a*uAu in G and u,u~X+} 
U{A-t$A IA a*& in G and UE_Z+} 
U{A-*A$~A~*~uinGando~~‘} 
U{A-t$ IA **u/lo in G and uu~E+). 
Let L’= L(G’) and L”= {w ) u1$u2wu3$u4 E L’}. Then we claim that E,,,(L) = L” 
and L” is context-free. First, we prove that &sub(L) = L”. 
Let WEL”. Then there exist ui, u2, u3, u~E.Z* such that ul$u,wu3$u4~L(G’). 
Consider the following two cases: 
(i) The two $‘s are derived by a production A --f $A$ for some A EN. Then there 
exist x, ye.Z+ such that U~X”U~WU~_Y~U~E L for all iz0. Therefore, weEsub( 
(ii) The two $‘s are derived separately by the productions of the form A --t $A, 
A +A$, or A + $. Let A and B be the two nonterminals that derive the two $‘s, 
respectively. If A + $A or A -+ A$, then the $ can be replaced by xi for some XE 2” 
and for all iz0. If A + $, then for any integer n> 0 there exists a word XEZ’+ such 
that 1x1 ?n and A a *x. The same argument applies on the second $ as well. Then 
w E &,“&). 
Above are the only possible two cases. Therefore, w E cFsub(L). Since w is arbitrary, 
L” c 6&L). 
Let z E &sub(L) and let 1~1 = t. Choose zi, z2 EZ’+ such that 1zi 1, IZZ~ Ip(t) and 
z’= z1zz2 EL, where p(t) is the number in Lemma 5.6. Consider all the positions in 
zr. By Lemma 5.6, we have 
s* *&4u *+xr/lyru 3 .** * uxt . ..x.Ay,...y,u * t 
UX ,...x,wy,...ylu=z'. 
In the following, we use x <y to denote that x is a subword (not necessarily a proper 
subword) of y. There are two cases: 
Case 1: K(u),K(x,), . . . ,K(x,),K(w)#O. 
(a) If z I wy ,... y, and A -+ $A$ in G’, then u$x, . ..x.wy,... y,$u in L’ 
and therefore z is in L”. 
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a/E (L/E ala a/E a/E 
-0 8 S/E 
ri -3 1 E/E -8 E’F -8 $‘E -8 
Fig. 3. Finite transducer M. (Note: “a” denotes any symbol in Z and $ $2.) 
(b) If zI WY,... yt and A ft $A$, then yt...y, =e and A * $A in G’. So, 
we can insert a $ between u and x1 and the word is still in L(G’). 
(c) If z ly,...Y,u, then w can be replaced by a $. 
(d) Otherwise, zlwy,...y,o and z crosses w,y,...yl, and u. Then 
IYr...Yrl < lzl =t, and then there is 1 <is t such that li=E. So, we can 
replace Xi by a $. 
Case 2: K(w),K(y,), . . . . K(y,),K(u) #0. Then z I o. We can replace w by a $. 
From the above argument on the positions in zl, we know that there can be 
either two $‘s on both sides of z or one $ on the left side of z. We apply a symmetric 
argument on the positions in z2. So, for any z E EsUb(L) there exists a word of the 
form u1$u2zu3$u4 E L’. Therefore, z EL” and e,,,(L) G L”. 
We should still show that L” is context-free. We construct a finite transducer M 
as shown in Fig. 3. Obviously, L” = M(L’). Since context-free languages are closed 
under finite transduction, L” is context-free. Thus, &“sub(L) is context-free. 0 
The next theorem shows the relationship between the bi-extensible subsets of 
languages and the limit and adherence sets of languages. 
Theorem 5.8. For any language LO, the following relations hold: 
(1) L[limit(Le)] = .Y(E,,(L,)). 
(2) L[adherence(L,)] = ~(4T,,,(LO)). 
By the above result, we can again show that if LO is a regular language, then 
both L[limit(L,)] and L[adherence(L,)] are regular languages. For an arbitrary 
context-free language L,, L[limit(L,)] may not be context-free. The context-free 
language given in Lemma 5.4 is a counterexample. However, L[adherence(L,)] is 
context-free for every context-free language L I. Since sofic systems are adherence 
sets of regular languages, it is natural to define another hierarchy of sets of biinfinite 
words related to context-free languages. We call it CF systems. 
Definition 5.9. A set CC S” is called a CF system if C= adherence(L) for some 
context-free language L. 
Theorem 5.10. A set CC S” is a CF system if and only if L[C] is context-free and 
C is a subshift. 
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